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OVERVIEW 
  

Distribution Grids provide the final tier in the transfer of electricity from generators to the end 
consumers. In recent years, smart controllable devices, residential generator/storage devices and 
distribution grid meters have expanded the availability of sensor data in distribution networks. 
Unveiling feeder topologies from data is of paramount importance to advance situational 
awareness and proper utilization of smart resources in power distribution grids. This talk 
summarizes recent works on topology identification for power distribution grids, under different 
regimes of measurement observability, using conservation laws of power-flow physics and 
structural properties of feeders. Analytical claims on feeder identifiability are reviewed under 
disparate meter placement scenarios. We provide links to results in phase detection and fault 
localization from our work. Further we discuss extensions to designing physics-informed deep 
neural networks for power grids, to overcome issues with reduced 
observability, low labels and measurement noise. 
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